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Ascension Wall Light

WL944

Installation INFORMATION

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

NB: Ensure electrical supply is isolated before fitting and/or making any electrical connections.
Luminaires should be disconnected from the mains supply before any High Voltage Insulation tests are carried out.

Remove the M4 Allen bolt from the narrow end of the gear housing, this is located in the centre of the luminaire.

Holding the front glass above the gear housing remove the front glass and gear housing fascia assembly by gently prising away from
the gear housing body assembly.

Remove the earth spade connector and set aside the front glass and gear housing fascia assembly in a safe place.

Usingthegearhousingbodyassemblyasatemplatemarkthemountingsurfacefor screw fixing and cable access. The 20mm hole at the
bottom of the assembly is for cable access. The slot to the left of this hole and either of the two holes at the narrow end of the gear
housing are used for fixing.
Fit in the desired position using screw fixings suitable for the type of mounting surface and weight of luminaire.

Feed mains cable through the 20mm hole in the back of the assembly ensuring there is sufficient free cable to reach the connector
block on the gear tray.

Make the mains/dimming connections to the connector block/s according to the information on the label adjacent to the
connector block/s.

Fit the lamp into the lampholder in accordance with the lamp manufacturer's instructions and ensuring it is correctly located into the
lampholder and the lamp support clip.

Re-fit the earth spade connector.

Re-fit the front glass and gear housing fascia assembly by hooking the two tabs into the corresponding holes in the gear housing
body assembly and push the narrow end into position and secure using the M4 Allen bolt previously removed.
Reconnect the electrical supply and test the installation.

Fit the lamp into the lampholder in accordance with the lamp manufacturer's instructions and ensuring it is correctly located into the
lampholder.
For Horizontal Wall Mounting Bracket (options 318/332/333)
Ignore points 5 to 7 above and read as follows:

Removethehorizontalwallmountingbracketfromtheluminaire.Usingthebracketas a template mark the mounting surface for screw
fixings (50mm centres) and cable access (rectangular hole). Fit in the desired position using screw fixings suitable for the type of
mounting surface and weight of luminaire.

Feed mains cable through the rectangular hole in the bracket then feed the cable through hole in the back of the gear housing as you
offer the gear housing up to the wall mounting bracket.

Locate the tongue on the wall mounting bracket into the slot on the back of the gear housing and secure with the screw removed previously.
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